
Press release: New protections for
lobster stocks

New protections to improve the long-term sustainability of England’s
shellfish industry and support the next generation of fishermen have been
announced by Fisheries Minister George Eustice.

From Sunday (1 October), fishermen will no longer be able to land egg-bearing
(‘berried’) lobsters and crawfish in English waters – a move that will
protect the species until their eggs have hatched.

England’s shellfish industry is worth £117 million, and over £22 million
worth of lobster and crawfish were landed in ports in 2016. But with stock
assessments indicating the species are being fished at more than twice the
rate scientists consider optimal, taking action now will make stock levels
more sustainable and provide long-term benefits for the fishing industry.

The UK is leading the way in Europe in providing this new protection for
shellfish – with a proposal for similar action to ban the landing of berried
lobsters across the EU currently in discussion.

Fisheries Minister George Eustice said:

We do not have quotas for lobsters but it is important to harvest
shellfish sustainably. Ensuring that all egg-bearing lobsters are
returned to the sea is an obvious step to allow populations to
regenerate.

These new regulations will ensure a consistent approach around our
coast and help protect our marine environment and the future of our
shellfish industry.

The changes come after the government consulted on introducing a ban in May,
with respondents overwhelmingly in favour of proposals put forward and
agreeing stocks are being over-exploited.

Local bans on landing berried lobsters and crawfish are already in place in
certain Inshore Fisheries Conservation Authorities (IFCAs), but a coordinated
national ban around England will provide a consistent framework to sustain
these important species.

The move follows a similar ban on catching and keeping berried edible crabs –
part of the UK’s continued work to champion sustainable fishing.
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Notice: PE19 5NX, National Grid Gas
Plc: environmental permit issued

The Environment Agency publish permits that they issue under the Industrial
Emissions Directive (IED).

This decision includes the permit, decision document for:

Operator name: National Grid Gas Plc
Installation name: Huntingdon Compressor Station
Permit number: EPR/DP3139LA/V003

Notice: NG7 2SD, Sims Group UK Limited
environmental permit issued

The Environment Agency publish permits that they issue under the Industrial
Emissions Directive (IED).

This decision includes the permit and decision document for:

Operator name: Sims Group UK Limited
Installation name: Harrimans Lane
Permit number: EPR/BP3790CG/V006

Press release: Salmon fishing season
in Trent catchment area to come to a
close

With the salmon fishing season due to close in the Trent catchment area from
Sunday 8 October 2017 to Wednesday 31 January 2018 inclusive, the Environment
Agency is reminding anglers that failure to comply with statutory rod fishing
byelaws could result in prosecution in court and a fine of up to £50,000.

Rod fishing byelaws are statutory rules put in place by the Environment
Agency to protect fish stocks and apply to all waters in England, whether
they are owned by angling clubs, local councils or private individuals. The
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close season aims to protect fish stocks from the impacts of angling during
the fish breeding season.

Matt Buck, Fisheries Specialist at the Environment Agency, said:

We would like to remind anglers that the salmon fishing season is
due to come to a close and they should refrain from fishing for
salmon until the start of February next year. This allows the
impacts of angling to be minimised in order to protect fish stocks
at a time when the fish are breeding.

If anglers catch any salmon by mistake when fishing for other fish
throughout the salmon close season, they should allow the salmon to
recover by handling them with great care so as not to damage the
fish before allowing them to swim off upstream.

Survival rates for salmon are greatly increased if the appropriate
angling techniques and equipment are used, and best practices for
catching, handling and releasing angled fish are adopted. Between 1
February and 15 June, any salmon caught from any waters should not
be removed and must be returned to the water with the least
possible injury. Other restrictions also apply during this period
and anglers must only use artificial fly or artificial lure to
ensure the fish can be returned alive.

Anyone fishing with rod and line in England and Wales must hold a rod fishing
licence and comply with the byelaws that cover the waters where they are
fishing.

A special salmon and sea trout rod fishing licence is required for anyone
wishing to fish for salmon and is available from
www.gov.uk/get-a-fishing-licence or by calling the Environment Agency on 0344
800 5386 between 8am and 6pm, Monday to Friday. The licence covers one rod
for salmon in freshwater. Any salmon taken by rod and line may not be offered
for sale.

Catch and release is vital to help protect and restore salmon stocks in our
rivers – read our guide for anglers.
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close

With the salmon fishing season due to close in the Trent catchment area from
Sunday 8 October 2017 to Wednesday 31 January 2018 inclusive, the Environment
Agency is reminding anglers that failure to comply with statutory rod fishing
byelaws could result in prosecution in court and a fine of up to £50,000.

Rod fishing byelaws are statutory rules put in place by the Environment
Agency to protect fish stocks and apply to all waters in England, whether
they are owned by angling clubs, local councils or private individuals. The
close season aims to protect fish stocks from the impacts of angling during
the fish breeding season.

Matt Buck, Fisheries Specialist at the Environment Agency, said:

We would like to remind anglers that the salmon fishing season is
due to come to a close and they should refrain from fishing for
salmon until the start of February next year. This allows the
impacts of angling to be minimised in order to protect fish stocks
at a time when the fish are breeding.

If anglers catch any salmon by mistake when fishing for other fish
throughout the salmon close season, they should allow the salmon to
recover by handling them with great care so as not to damage the
fish before allowing them to swim off upstream.

Survival rates for salmon are greatly increased if the appropriate
angling techniques and equipment are used, and best practices for
catching, handling and releasing angled fish are adopted. Between 1
February and 15 June, any salmon caught from any waters should not
be removed and must be returned to the water with the least
possible injury. Other restrictions also apply during this period
and anglers must only use artificial fly or artificial lure to
ensure the fish can be returned alive.

Anyone fishing with rod and line in England and Wales must hold a rod fishing
licence and comply with the byelaws that cover the waters where they are
fishing.

A special salmon and sea trout rod fishing licence is required for anyone
wishing to fish for salmon and is available from
www.gov.uk/get-a-fishing-licence or by calling the Environment Agency on 0344
800 5386 between 8am and 6pm, Monday to Friday. The licence covers one rod
for salmon in freshwater. Any salmon taken by rod and line may not be offered
for sale.

Catch and release is vital to help protect and restore salmon stocks in our
rivers – read our guide for anglers.
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